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The NRA Is Right About the Violence Against Women Act
The House version of the reauthorization bill includes new gun restrictions that sweep too broadly.
After the National Rifle Association urged legislators to oppose the reauthorization of the Violence Against Women
Act that the House approved, Amy Klobuchar said the organization had shown its true colors. The Minnesota senator,
who is seeking the Democratic Party's presidential nomination, claimed the NRA's position "shows where they are
when it comes to safety and when it comes to protecting women."
The NRA, in other words, does not care about violence against women, or at least it does not care enough to accept the new gun control provisions in the House version of the bill. This blithe dismissal of the NRA's legitimate complaints about those provisions makes Klobuchar, a former prosecutor, sound like an authoritarian demagogue who
equates concern about civil liberties with indifference to crime.
Criticism of the NRA's opposition to the bill has focused on the least objectionable gun provision, which would
close the so-called boyfriend loophole by expanding the list of violent misdemeanors that disqualify people from owning firearms. Those crimes currently include violence against a boyfriend or girlfriend only if he or she has cohabited or
produced a child with the perpetrator—a requirement that makes little sense if the aim is to disarm people who are inclined to assault intimate partners.
The provision dealing with protective orders is more problematic. Under current law, people subject to
such orders may not possess guns, but only when they have had an opportunity to contest claims that
they pose a threat.
The House bill would expand the disqualification to ex parte orders, which are issued without a hearing, can last
a few weeks, and may be renewable after that. That change should trouble anyone who cares about due process, since it
takes away people's constitutional rights based on allegations they have had no chance to rebut.
Another provision of the House bill is even more far-reaching. It would permanently deprive someone of
his Second Amendment rights if he has been convicted of misdemeanor stalking, a crime that need not
involve violence, threats, or even a victim the offender knows.
In Pennsylvania, for example, someone can be guilty of misdemeanor stalking if he "repeatedly commits acts toward another person," including communications, that "cause substantial emotional distress." Stalking laws in states
such as Arizona, Colorado, and New York likewise encompass repeated communications that cause emotional distress.
As NRA spokeswoman Jennifer Baker noted, such stalking could involve "harassing messages" on Facebook or
nasty posts on Twitter. This sort of stalking is pretty far afield from "violence against women."
It is doubtful that people convicted of such misdemeanors, especially if they involve remote contact with victims
they have never met, have demonstrated violent tendencies that should forever disqualify them from exercising the
constitutional right to armed self-defense. But instead of making the case for such a broad exclusion, the bill's backers
suggest that questioning it is tantamount to siding with wife beaters and girlfriend murderers.
Before the House vote, Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) declared, "Members have a decision to make: will they
protect survivors of stalking & domestic abuse? Or are they willing to allow their convicted stalkers & abusers to have
access to firearms?"
Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.), a presidential contender, deemed the NRA's criticism "absolutely outrageous." Rep.
Debbie Dingell (D-Mich.) insisted, "I am not someone who wants to take people's guns away," although that is what the
bill she supports would do.
"I am not paying attention to the rhetoric of the NRA because I can't be distracted," said Rep. Lucy McBath (DGa.). "What's most important is putting forth good legislation to save as many lives as we can."
This casual disregard for civil liberties is reminiscent of Donald Trump's recommendation, during a meeting last
year with members of Congress, that police should "take the guns first, go through due process second." When it comes
to sacrificing constitutional rights in the name of public safety, Democrats see eye to eye with the president.
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The 2019 legislative session has ended with
no pro firearm legislation being passed. The
good news is none of the bad bills passed either. As our lobbyist stated at the beginning of
the sessions he did not expect any firearms legislation of either type to be enacted.
There is always next year.
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...dedicated to the restoration of the inalienable
right to keep and bear arms as guaranteed by
the 2nd Amendment

The Alliance is a regionally-based, grass-roots organization
that seeks to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Counter the designs of malicious legislators.
Confront the media’s twisted portrayals of gun rights issues.
Politicize and activate gun owners in defense of their rights.
Acquaint the public with the true nature of the Second Amendment.
Network with other pro-gun groups to coordinate local, state and
national strategies.
6. Train people in basic firearm safety and handgun defense.
7. Sponsor and support pro-gun legislation
8. Make politicians aware that gun owners are awakening from their
accustomed apathy and
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LIBERTY NOTES
By Kevin L. Jamison

It is a good day for Liberty.
When I went to the NRA convention I put the “Do not disturb sign on my hotel door. The next morning, I found
it had been changed to “Already deeply disturbed.” This is the standard for having your guns taken under these new
“Red Flag Laws.” We do not have a Red Flag law in Missouri, not yet.
A client had a hearing on his FFL revocation before the ATF. The evidence showed that mistakes had been made
on the 4473’s involving a Tokarev pistol and a couple of rifles. All three firearms had been recorded by the ATF as .762
caliber. This caliber is ¾ inch in diameter and illegal for civilians other than for shotguns. This was not the problem;
there were clerical errors on the form. The inspector saw 7.62 mm and wrote it down as caliber. If my clients had done
so, it would have been a mistake endangering his FFL. To run a gun shop, one needs the mind of a Certified Public Accountant. The owner’s bookkeeping involves gun inventory instead of money. It requires a computer program to ensure that the forms are filled out correctly.
When I was in Indianapolis for the Convention everyone was very polite. Put 80,000-gun owners in a city and
everyone gets very polite. An armed society is a polite society.
In Missouri it is possible to be sentenced to a “suspended imposition of sentence” an SIS. This result means that
the lucky Missouri defendant has not been convicted. After completing probation, he is released and does not have a
criminal record; at least in theory. The information remains in government computers and is accessible by the government. Kansas does not respect our SIS result. Kansas considers it to be a conviction. Missourians with an SIS have
gone hunting in Kansas and ended up convicted for being a felon in possession under Kansas law. This seems to be an
obvious violation of the full faith and credit clause of the US Constitution. The Kansas courts have considered this several times and disagreed.
I have a switchblade case. Some years ago, the illegal weapons law was changed. The prior law made switchblades illegal, a Class A misdemeanor. Under the new law switchblades are a Class C felony, but only if also possessed
under federal law. This means that one does not commit a state crime unless the knife is possessed on federal property. I do not think state courts have jurisdiction for actions taken on federal property. That is a different case. My case
involves a man charged with mere possession of a switchblade on state property. The legislature continues its glorious
tradition of convoluted statutes. One must read this statute twice, slowly, to understand it. When I explained the statute, in a motion to dismiss, the prosecution continued to prosecute. The judge denied my motion and would not say
why. Further proceedings wait. Such actions are why I have a job.
There are many city ordinances against switchblades. I advise against carrying them. One might enter a Post
Office which is federal jurisdiction. So is the Corp of Engineer land around Smithville Lake. So is the Arch in St. Louis.
Even when they are not illegal, they gather more attention than is necessary. I know. People will say that if they do not
exercise their right to switchblades it will go away. The contrary has been our history. Switchblades were illegal, now
they are legal. Political action determines what is legal or remains legal.
The definition of switchblade often includes gravity knives and may include butterfly knives. There is some
magnificently obscure language which might be an attempt at describing the action of butterfly knives.
My assistant put me on to a You Tube video of a band called “The Hu.” “”Hu” is a Mongolian root word for
“human.” They are not like “The Who.” They are a Mongolian version of a heavy metal biker band. When I first heard
them, I did not know the lyrics but the message was clear; “Pray we are on your side.” The lyrics are even better. They
are to the effect of “If you come after us, we have something for you, You will not like it.”
I am often asked about the legality of assisted opening knives; are they switchblades? My answer is clear; “I
don’t know.” They do not open by pressure to a button or other device as in the switchblade definition. They open part
-way by manipulating a stud or part of the blade. A spring then opens them the rest of the way. Switchblades are often
called “automatic” knives. Assisted opening may be called “semi-automatic” knives.
Some people think that a knife is not a switchblade if the blade comes out the front instead of the side. They are
wrong. If the blade comes out by pressure to a button or other device, they are switchblades.
I have been asked about registering guns that have been inherited. I don’t do will or estates and trusts (other
than gun trusts). First, there is no registration in Missouri. There is no process or mechanism to register guns in Missouri. The 4473 only applies to gun shops. The probate process shows who inherits the estate’s guns. Guns have notoriously disappeared from estates. Heirs appear with old and undocumented promises from the deceased. Often the
heir with access to the deceased’s home will report the body but proclaim unconvincing ignorance of the location of
valuables. A will or gun trust will reduce these problems. If it is not in writing it did not happen. Small estates valued
at less than $50,000 can be processed informally and cheaply. Consult an attorney. There are forms sold on the internet which purport to be cheap wills. As in everything you get what you pay for. Such forms are notorious for being incomplete and vague. Both elements cause no end of trouble probating an estate. If you want to torture your heirs, buy
these forms.
There has been a complaint about the beard growing contest. Some point out that women are incapable of growing
beards and therefore the contest is sexually discriminatory. I pointed out that some Asian males cannot grow beards,
so it is not sexually discriminatory. They replied “racist” and things went downhill. I found a solution. Today people
LIBERTY ((Continued on page 4)
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are classified on what they feel they are, not on what they actually are. If members want to feel they are growing a beard
that is good enough.
A range in Oklahoma posted a sign reading, “No Muslims allowed.” There was a lawsuit of course. They finally
did the smart thing and settled by removing the sign. They put up a new sign excluding members of hate groups such as
Hamas, the KKK and others. This could be a very lengthy sign. The usual suspects declare that they hate us. As our
friend Alan Korwin of Bloomfield Press says, “Hate is a destructive emotion.”
My campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination proceeds apace. Since I declared my candidacy an obscure New York City mayor has joined the competition. I stand out as the only candidate who is pro-gun rights. This
alone should guarantee me fawning attention of the major media.
A ShotSpotter gunshot detection system tells the Kansas City Police that 360 shots were fired from a single address last New Year’s Eve. Every one of those bullets had to come down somewhere. We are devoted to the safe use of
firearms. Every time there is an accidental or stupid discharge our rights are hurt.
We shall overcome.

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
THE NRA CONVENTION
K. L. Jamison

For nearly 150 years the NRA has held conventions. I attended the 2019 convention. There was a lot of noise during the convention. Few facts. Many rumors.
The noise was from a substantial minority of members at the Members’ Meeting. The faction wanted a hearing in
front of the members regarding NRA financial dealings and lawsuits. Facts are that the NRA is suing “Ack-Mac” its long
-time public relations firm. New York State is investigating the NRA’s tax-exempt status. The NRA is incorporated in
New York. This gives a state run by politicians who hate the NRA jurisdiction over it. NRA President Oliver North resigned immediately before the membership meeting.
The rumor is that he demanded that Wayne LaPierre resign or that certain matters would be exposed. Mr.
LaPierre wrote to the Board members to the effect that this was an attack on the NRA. It was LtCol North who resigned.
The story is that the NRA’s public relations firm sponsors LtCol North’s TV show. The NRA’s suit against the firm is
alleged to have motivated the demand for Mr. LaPierre’s resignation. Dueling accusations of conflict of interest, but no
proof.
A minority of members wanted to thrash these rumors out in the members’ meeting. It is not as if these accusations are secrets. We could investigate them or leave it to the media; or New York. It was strongly argued, by people I
respect, that the NRA is engaged in lawsuits and it would be bad for the NRA to air our dirty laundry.
Both sides had good arguments. A substantial majority of members voted to leave the investigation to the Board.
Our dirty laundry will come out sooner or later. It will come out by us or our enemies. Next year is another critical election year. If a scandal comes out next year it will compromise our ability to campaign.
I say “us” and “our” and other jointly possessive terms because I am a Life Member of the NRA. Beyond that I am
a gun owner and the NRA is attacked as a surrogate for gun owners.
I spoke to a gun activist in another state. During the conversation I mentioned the NRA. “The NRA is useless!”
came the immediate interruption. It appeared that a bill this activist felt strongly about was not supported by the NRA.
This did not surprise me. The NRA has its own priorities which do not always coincide with grassroots priorities. The
NRA is a large association with political activity in 50 states and the federal government. It cannot do everything. Frederick the Great said that “He who tries to hold all holds nothing.” This also means that the NRA must husband its resources.
The NRA is not at all useless. We enjoy rights today that we would not have without the NRA’s efforts. This is a
fact of life.
PRESIDENT (Continued on page 5)
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Regardless of how this internal investigation turns out; I will support the NRA. We need an 800 pound gorilla
on our side. None of the other national organizations has the infrastructure or reputation to fill the gap. They fill a
valuable role. They are not an 800 pound gorilla.
Next year I will attend another NRA convention; good Lord willing and the creek don’t rise. It will be the start of
intensive political activity. I want our side to win. To win we need an 800 pound ally.
I thank-you for the honor of being your president.

What “Unsigning” the Arms Trade Treaty Means for American Gun Owners.
President Trump took the historic step of ordering the “unsigning” of the United Nations Arms Trade Treaty
during his address to the NRA-ILA’s Leadership Forum. President Trump’s action effectively withdraws the United
States from the most comprehensive effort towards international gun control.
Much of the intervening coverage on the ATT has focused on how the treaty did or did not constrain U.S. arms sales
abroad, but many average law-abiding gun owners may be questioning how the treaty could or couldn’t have affected
them.
NRA’s complaints regarding the treaty have always been based on its potential effect on law-abiding American
gun owners. Those complaints have focused on the treaty’s requirements for end use verification, its sometimesunintelligible vagueness, its ability to be amended without the consensus of all parties, and its proponents repeated
refusals to clarify that it has no effect on the possession of small arms by civilians in the United States.
The treaty urges record keeping of end users, directing importing countries to provide information to an exporting country regarding arms transfers, including “end use or end user documentation” for a “minimum of ten years.”
Each country is to “take measures, pursuant to its national laws, to regulate brokering taking place under its jurisdiction for conventional arms.” Data kept on the end users of imported firearms is a de-facto registry of law-abiding firearms owners, which is a violation of federal law. Even worse, the ATT could be construed to require such a registry to
be made available to foreign governments.
The vagueness of the treaty and its ease of being “amended” is best exemplified by actions that took place at a
conference on the treaty last year. At that conference, proponents of the treaty “welcome[ed]” several living documents
into the ATT. While seemingly innocuous on its face, this change incorporated the International Small Arms Control
Standards (ISACS) into the ATT.
Falsely described as established “international standards” or “international norms” that “provide clear, practical
and comprehensive guidance to practitioners and policymakers on fundamental aspects of small arms and light weapons control”, the ISACS are in reality a series of six standards developed by the UN for states to use in implementing
their global disarmament agenda. Series 3 – Legislative and Regulatory – and its Module 3.30, “National Regulation of
Civilian Access to Small Arms and Light Weapons,” is the most alarming of all the ISACS.
Purporting to set the standards for “National Regulation of Civilian Access to Small Arms and Light Weapons,”
Module 3.30 creates a means to almost entirely limit civilian access to small arms under the guise of International Humanitarian Law, International Human Rights Law, and Gender Based Violence. Highlights include, but are not limited
to; a ban on civilian possession of “military” style arms – no automatic weapons or magazines with over a 10 round
capacity, ballistic recordings, different risk classifications on types of firearms (i.e. calibers over .45 are an intolerable
risk to public safety and semi-auto handguns and rifles are high risk), licensing and registration of all firearms, training and storage restrictions, waiting periods, 20-year record retention requirements of sellers, age limits and requiring
a demonstrated need to possess a firearm, with self-defense not being one of them.
While incorporation by reference of the ISACS into the ATT was alarming, it was also not entirely unpredictable.
As with every anti-firearm UN initiative, concern must never lie entirely with what is in it now, but with what it will
become and how it will be used by a future U.S. administration, especially one seeking international justification for a
gun control agenda.
Perhaps the easiest way to understand the future danger the ATT posed to U.S. gun owners is the complete refusal by proponents of the treaty to limit its application to civilian arms. NRA and other opponents of the treaty repeatedly asked for a carve-out in the treaty, yet those requests were flatly denied. If the treaty’s proponents had no intention of limiting American gun ownership, why resist such a limitation to the text of the treaty?
Instead, the treaty included language in its preamble that treaty parties be “mindful of the legitimate trade and
lawful ownership, and use of certain conventional arms for recreational, cultural, historical, and sporting activities,
where such trade, ownership and use are permitted or protected by law.” A careful read will show that the use of arms
for individual and collective defense is notably missing from this statement, and the statement creates no limitation
and is really only an aspirational provision.
Please join us in thanking President Trump for protecting our firearms freedoms by removing any obligation of
the United States to be bound by the “object and purpose” of the Arms Trade Treaty.

"Nothing is more terrible than ignorance in action." -- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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New Lawsuit Claims Colorado’s Red Flag Law Is Unconstitutional
Republican state representatives in Colorado have joined forces with a gun rights group to sue the state’s Democratic governor for what they claim were unconstitutional actions during the passage of controversial “red flag” legislation.
“Democrats used illegal and unconstitutional tactics and methods to push a bill that would remove the due process of our citizens,” said Dudley Brown, the Executive Director of Rocky Mountain Gun Owners. “In other words, they
violated due process at both ends.”
The lawsuit claims that House Democrats violated the Colorado constitution by not allowing the text of the red
flag bill to be read in full. The constitution states that “Every bill shall be read… at length on two different days in each
house,” and the full reading can only be dispensed with upon the “unanimous consent of the members present.”
On the day of the red flag bill’s passage, Representative Steven Humphrey requested that the bill be read in full.
But the Democratic majority ordered several House clerks to begin reading different sections of the bill at once to speed
up the process.
Humphrey withdrew his motion, but state representatives Lori Saine and Dave Williams made identical requests,
both of which were denied. The GOP lawsuit argues that the denial amounts to a violation of Colorado’s constitution,
and the red flag bill is therefore invalid.
“At no time was the complete text of HB 1177 read at length in the Colorado House of Representatives, the suit
concludes.
Colorado Democrats dispute the claim, arguing that they complied with the first request for the bill to be read at
length.
“Despite claims during the lawsuit announcement that the Majority party failed to read the bill at length, the bill
was indeed read at length when the motion was properly made until the motion was withdrawn by the requestor, in
accordance with the rules of the legislature,” House Democrats said in a statement.
“No one came to me on the floor and said that they wanted the chair to do anything differently than what had
been done,” Sen. Majority Leader Alec Garnett added. “This is not about what happened on the floor. This is about the
gun lobby trying to unwind a very popular measure to help protect and save lives here in Colorado because they liked to
build their name recognition and like to be in the news.”
But this wouldn’t be the first time Colorado Democrats used less-than-ethical tactics to speed up a bill read. Senate Republicans filed another lawsuit about a different bill, which Democrats “read” by setting up a bank of five computers to read the bill in a completely unintelligible way.
In that case, a Denver District Court judge ultimately sided with the GOP and said bill readings have to be understandable.
As reported at the time of its passage, Colorado’s red flag law poses considerable due process concerns for gun owners
due to the law’s low evidentiary standards. It’s set to go into effect on January 1, 2020.

Red Flags About 'Red Flag' Laws

"Red flag" laws have become all the rage these days among those who want to do something — anything — to stop
"gun violence." Sometimes called Gun Violence Restraining Orders or Extreme Risk Protection Orders, these laws allow family, close friends, or coworkers to petition authorities to temporarily remove firearms from individuals they believe are a danger to themselves or others. Colorado is set to join the list of states enacting such laws.
If — and it's a big IF — due-process rights are protected, we and other conservatives have acknowledged that, in
concept, the idea has some merit because of how many red flags mass murderers tend to display. As our own Robin
Smith wrote last year, such orders "empower individuals closest to a potential threat to intervene rather than waiting
on layers of systems that ... have failed." National Review's David French also argued last year, "The GVRO is consistent
with and recognizes both the inherent right of self-defense and the inherent right of due process. It is not collective
punishment. It is precisely targeted."
In other words, rather than banning entire classes of guns or infringing on the rights of all citizens, focusing attention at potentially dangerous individuals is preferable, right?
The trouble is leftists have a way of distorting reality. In practice, these laws — as even President Donald Trump
foolishly insisted last year — "Take the guns first, go through due process second."
The National Rifle Association too was initially open to the concept of court orders with a high legal threshold for
removal of firearms, but said of the Colorado legislation, "Unchallenged statements made by a petitioner before a
judge ... would be sufficient for law enforcement to enter that person's home and confiscate their private property." Only after having their gun(s) confiscated would an individual be able to go to court and work to get them back. Think an
aggrieved former lover won't be first in line to stick it to their ex?
That is not protecting due process; it's an outright attack on it, presuming guilt of someone who hasn't even been
charged with a crime, and then enacting preemptive punishment. That's not the way to sensibly restrain people actually
bent on doing harm.
In fact, some sheriffs are refusing to enforce such laws, adopting the "sanctuary" language of immigration law,
but in this case to defend an actual constitutional right.

Giving money and power to government is like giving whiskey and car keys to teenage boys. -- P.J. O'Rourke
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STEM Students Refuse to Be Pawns for Gun-Control Agenda,
Walk Out of Memorial Service Hijacked By Politicians

When politicians at the STEM School Highlands Ranch vigil pivoted the memorial toward the subject of gun control, the students walked out in protest. Several hundred strong, the students chanted “mental health” and jeered at the
media.
What was supposed to be a vigil for Kendrick Castillo, the 18-year-old victim of the school shooting who confronted the shooters, protecting the lives of other students, became a platform for gun control when Democratic presidential
hopeful Sen. Michael Bennet and state Congressman Jason Crow took to the podium. The students stormed out when
the speakers began to politicize their grief.
“This was not about us. We can do our own vigil,” said one student.
The Wednesday night vigil was organized and promoted by Moms Demand Action and Brady’s Team Enough,
both gun control groups.
After derailing the memorial, students returned to the vigil to speak for themselves in an open-mic format to honor Castillo, two other students and the first responders for their work and sacrifice to stop the conflict.
The two shooters who were involved in the shooting have been identified but we’re not going to name them here.
In addition to killing Castillo the two injured as many as 8 other students. Police are investigating whether or not the
school’s security guard may have mistakenly fired at a student and the police in a panic.
While police have not disclosed the shooters’ motives for the attack, at least one parent and one school official
warned the school’s board of directors that the school was in trouble and that it could lead to “a repeat of Columbine.”
The unnamed parent pointed out that the campus had a problem with student violence and sexual assault, and
that the school was a high-pressure environment, even receiving a bomb threat. Douglas County School District official
Daniel Winsor agreed.
Winsor wrote in a letter in December of last year to the school’s executive director that “Many students are suicidal and violent in school. Several students have reported sexual assault in school and that nothing is being done.”
The executive director, Penelope Eucker, disputed Winsor’s concerns in a letter to the parents. She wrote that the
school investigated the complaint and found no reasons to support the claims of the anonymous parent including the
bomb threat.
The board went so far as to file a “Jane Doe” lawsuit against the parent for the alleged defamatory statements.
“We want you to know the depth of this depravity and apologize if you find this as offensive as we did,” said the complaint.
The one perp is being charged with one count of first-degree murder and 29 counts of attempted murder. It is unknown if his accomplice, aged 16, will be charged as an adult.
IN LUST
Being an officer in WMSA is a lot more fun than I had anticipated. However, it does have a down side. It looks
bad if I should win the gun in our annual raffle. We are very careful to avoid even the mere whiff of impropriety. So, in
the past I decided that if I should get lucky I will simply withdraw and draw another ticket. Although I must admit it
would have been very hard to give up the Ruger mark 4 pistol. But here is my dilemma. I have sold tickets to friends
and family. If they learn that I don't have any skin in the game, well let’s just say that family gatherings would get a bit
testy. In short, they would never let me forget it. So, I had to buy a ticket in self-defense. This is family after all.
But this raffle is different. I am in lust for this rifle. It is a Keltec Sub 2000 in 9mm caliber. I know it has no
grace or style and looks like something out of Star Wars, but I want it. This thing is cool! It is a lightweight pistol caliber
carbine that folds into a 16 inch package. Just right for a backpack or a locked dresser or desk drawer. It uses Glock
magazines which are both affordable and plentiful. When I first saw this gun several years ago, I wondered why anyone
would want a 9mm rifle when a pistol is much smaller. Well for two reasons. First a shoulder fired weapon is inherently far more accurate than a handgun. Second, I have been told that if you use the right ammunition the bullet comes out
of the 16-inch barrel with the same energy as a 357 due to the longer burning time in the longer barrel. With the cost
and availability of .22 cal ammunition these days a 9mm gun is affordable to shoot. With a weight similar to many
break down .22 back pack rifles the additional power of the 9mm looks pretty good. I must admit that the sights are a
compromise due to the constraints of the folding action. A top mount red dot sight is practically impossible. However,
we have equipped the prize rifle with a laser sight. I plan on using it for a home defense gun when I am not out plinking.
So, let this serve as a public notice to one and all that I intend to buy many tickets and if, no when, I win it I AM GOING
TO KEEP IT! After all I am in lust!
Carl Smart
Western Missouri Shooters Alliance

What this country needs are more unemployed politicians --Edward Langley
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SCOTUS Rejects 'Painless' Capital Punishment

Pain during the administration of the death penalty does not violate the Eighth Amendment.
The Supreme Court ruled that the Eighth Amendment’s protection against “cruel and unusual” punishments does
not mandate that the administration of capital punishment be “a painless death.” Writing for the majority, Justice Neil
Gorsuch noted, “The Eighth Amendment does not guarantee a prisoner a painless death — something that, of course,
isn’t guaranteed to many people, including most victims of capital crimes.”
The case in question was Bucklew v Precythe, in which the state of Missouri was seeking to carry out its death
sentence via lethal injection against convicted murderer and rapist Russell Bucklew. “The state of Missouri and the victims of Russell Bucklew’s crimes have waited 23 long years for this just and lawful sentence to be carried out,” asserted
Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt. He added, “With today’s ruling we are one step closer to justice.”
For many observers, this case serves as yet another example of the slowness of the U.S. justice system. Gorsuch
seemed to lament this reality when he wrote, “[Bucklew] has managed to secure delay through lawsuit after lawsuit.”
And it is important to note that Bucklew never challenged his guilt nor the justice of his sentencing, but he was able to
work the system to delay his execution.
In fact, Gorsuch contended, “Both the State and the victims of crime have an important interest in the timely enforcement of a sentence.‘ Those interests have been frustrated in [the Bucklew] case. Even the principal dissent
acknowledges that 'the long delays that now typically occur between the time an offender is sentenced to death and his
execution’ are ‘excessive.’ The answer is not, as the dissent incongruously suggests, to reward those who interpose delay
with a decree ending capital punishment by judicial fiat.”
The Court’s 5-4 ruling also proved to highlight a clear divide among the justices, specifically over the issue of capital punishment. Justice Stephen Breyer once again questioned whether it was possible to execute criminals without violating their rights, stating that “it may be that … there simply is no constitutional way to implement the death penalty.”
Somehow, we don’t think that’s what the Founders had in mind when crafting the Eighth Amendment.

The 34 States That Honor Missouri’s Concealed Handgun License
Alabama
Colorado
Idaho
Kentucky
Mississippi
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Texas
Wisconsin

Updated 05/19/19

Alaska
Delaware
Indiana
Louisiana
Missouri
North Dakota
South Carolina
Utah
Wyoming

Arizona
Florida
Iowa
Maine
Montana
Ohio
South Dakota
Vermont

The problem with political jokes is they get elected. ~Henry Cate, VII

Arkansas
Georgia
Kansas
Michigan
Nebraska
Oklahoma
Tennessee
West Virginia
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Cory Booker Wants Nationalized Gun Licensing, One-Gun-a-Month,
Universal Background Checks
The New Jersey Senator and Democratic Presidential candidate, most famous for comparing himself to Spartacus
during the Senate hearings to confirm Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court, announced this week a sweeping, 15point gun control platform that the New York Times called the “most progressive” of any candidate to date.
Among other items on Booker’s “Plan to End the Gun Violence Epidemic,” the senator includes a proposal to institute a national gun licensing program similar to state programs that license drivers to operate vehicles.
“Just as a driver’s license demonstrates a person’s eligibility and proficiency to drive a car, a gun license demonstrates that a person is eligible and can meet certain basic safety and training standards necessary to own a gun,” Booker says.
Individuals would be required to seek a gun license at a local office by submitting fingerprints, providing basic
background information, and demonstrating completion of a certified gun safety course. Once the FBI gives their approval, the license would allow owners to “freely purchase and own firearms” for five years. Once those five years expire, the gun owner would have to renew the license.
Booker’s licensing program represents the only significant departure from the gun control proposals of other
Democratic presidential candidates, and it’s received the majority of the criticism from gun rights groups.
“With this proposal, Booker isn’t just one of those anti-gun politicians who claims to ‘support the Second Amendment…but’,” said Alan Gottlieb, chairman of the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms. “He’s literally throwing a constitutionally-enumerated right into the trash, and he knows it. For a person hoping to be elected to the
highest office in the land to advocate such an outrageous proposal isn’t just disappointing, it is disturbing.”
Booker’s plan calls for anti-gun mainstay policies like handgun microstamping, ending the PLCAA, banning
“assault weapons” and “high capacity” magazines, supporting red flag laws, and attacking the NRA.
But Booker proposal also indicates a serious, though unsurprising, ignorance of existing gun law.
For example, even though the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms recently banned the sale and possession
of bump stocks, Booker calls for their prohibition along with AR-15s and 30-round magazines.
It’s also unclear how Booker’s licensing program would interact with his support for universal background
checks. If every gun owner is required to obtain a federal license to own a firearm, why would they also need to pass a
background check for every gun purchase?
Finally, Booker’s support of a one-gun-a-month mandate reveals his ignorance of the history of gun control attempts. That policy was implemented in South Carolina and Virginia, but it failed to prevent crime and was later repealed. What’s more, a similar law in Washington, D.C., was struck down by a federal appeals court in 2015.
“Booker’s brainstorm is nothing more than a combination of every pie-in-the-sky idea on the gun control wish
list,” Gottlieb summarizes. “While his plan is disturbing, what is even more alarming is that not one other Democrat
now in the race denounced the plan. If they all agree with Booker, they need to admit it now so voters realize they are
all willing to trample on the Bill of Rights.”
The good news for gun owners is that Booker is unlikely to realize his Booker dreams. The Senator consistently
ranks in the second tier of Democratic presidential candidates, garnering between 2 and 3 percent of the vote, according to most recent polling data.
Still, as President Trump proved in 2016, candidates can outperform polls, and there’s still over a year before the
Democratic primary. Booker’s aggressive gun control platform could be exactly what he needs to catapult him into the
top tier of candidates and give Uncle Joe a run for his money.
"If the federal government should overpass the just bounds of its authority and make a tyrannical use of its powers,
the people, whose creature it is, must appeal to the standard they have formed, and take such measures to redress the
injury done to the Constitution as the exigency may suggest and prudence justify."
—Alexander Hamilton (1788)
"Remember, every Democrat running for president wants you just as disarmed and defenseless as the Venezuelan people are in the face of their socialist masters. Obey the Founders. Buy guns and ammunition."
—Kurt Schlichter

Missouri Concealed Carry
and Self-Defense Law version 2.5
Updated information at a new low price
Contact
“The people never give up their liberties, but under some delusion.” —Edmund Burke
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We’re having a raffle!
We’re raffling off a Kel Tec Sub 2000 9mm Pistol Caliber Carbine
We will have a limited number of raffle tickets. We will not mail tickets to members to sell. Tickets will
be available at all General meetings and at events where WMSA has a table. Additionally to build our treasury for the
coming year, this year’s raffle is aimed towards gaining more WMSA members.

The tickets are $5 each or 5 for $20. As an added incentive, bring in a new member at a General
Membership Meeting and get a free raffle ticket. Any current member who brings in a new WMSA member gets a free
raffle ticket for each new member added to our rolls.
Bring your prospective new member to a General membership meeting and when the new member completes
the membership application and pays their dues, you are handed a ticket, no charge! The drawing for the rifle will be at
the January 2020 RK Gun Show at the KCI Expo Center.
Go recruit new members, get a free ticket for every member and exhaust our limited number of tickets.
Tickets can also be obtained via mail by sending a check to the WMSA, P.O. Box 11144, Kansas
City, MO 64119.

If you win, what will you get? You get more than just the rifle.

Kel Tec Sub 2000
9mm Pistol Caliber Carbine w Laser Sight
2-Glock 17 Magazines and soft carry case
Tickets are $5 each or 5 for $20
Here’s your chance for a Kel Tec folding carbine with accessories.
Come to our next General meeting and buy your tickets!
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
WESTERN MISSOURI SHOOTERS ALLIANCE
The Alliance is a regionally-based, grass-roots organization that seeks to;
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Counter the designs of malicious legislators.
Confront the media’s twisted portrayals of gun rights issues.
Politicize and activate gun owners in defense of their rights.
Acquaint the public with the true nature of the Second Amendment.
Network with other pro-gun groups to coordinate local, state and national strategies.
Train people in basic firearm safety and handgun defense.
Sponsor and support pro-gun legislation.
Make politicians aware that gun owners are awakening from their accustomed apathy and

WILL TOLERATE NO FURTHER EROSION OF THEIR FREEDOMS!

Date: _____/_____/_____

Name: ______________________________

Mail to:
Western Missouri Shooters Alliance
P.O. Box 11144
Kansas City, MO 64119

Address:_____________________________

City:________________________________

Hotline (877) 333-WMSA
www.wmsa.net
County: ___________________

State:________ Zip:___________
Occupation: __________________________
Home Phone: (____) ____-_________
E-Mail _________________________

Cell Phone: (____) ____-________
NRA member? ____ Registered Voter? ____

Check membership type:

___ Annual
$30

___ Senior (65+)
$20

___ Associate
$15 (spouse, no newsletter)

___ 3 Year Annual
$87

___ 3 Year Senior
$57 (65+)

___ 3 Year Associate
$28 (spouse, no newsletter)

___ Sponsor
$100 (4 business card

__ Sponsor
$250 (12 business card

ads per year.)

ads per year.)

Dedicated to the restoration of the inalienable right to keep and bear arms as guaranteed by the Second Amendment
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...dedicated to the restoration of the inalienable right to
keep and bear arms as guaranteed by the 2nd Amendment
*REMINDER* Next General Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, July 23, 2019 at 7:00 PM
Meeting located at Bass Pro Conservation Room, Independence, MO

CONTACT INFORMATION - Let them know what you think!
Missouri State Senate
Jason Holsman—D -Dist 7
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 421
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573)751-6607
Mike Cierpiot—R -Dist 8
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 431
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-1464
S. Kiki Curls—D -Dist 9
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 434
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-3158
John Rizzo—D—Dist 11
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 425
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-3074
Dan Hegeman—R -Dist 12
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 332
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751– 1415
Lauren Arthur—D - Dist 17
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 331A
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-5282

Denny Hoskins-R—Dist 21
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 431
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-4302

Bill Faulkner—R—Dist 10
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 200BC
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9755

Noell J Shull - R Dist 16
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 412 C
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9458

Donna Pfautsch - R Dist 33
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 404-B
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9766

Brad Pollitt— R - Dist 52
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 201-CA
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9774

Ed Emery—R—Dist 31
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 420
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-2108

Brenda Shields—R -Dist. 11
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 407A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3643

Mark Ellebracht - R Dist 17
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 135-BA
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1218

Glen Kolkmeyer - R Dist 53
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 400CA
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1462

Rob Schaaf—R—Dist 34
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 423
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-2183

Kenneth Wilson—R _Dist 12
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 206A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9760

Wes Rogers - D Dist 18
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 135BB
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-2199

Rebecca Roeber - R Dist 34
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 102
BA
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1456

Missouri House

Vic Alfredl—R— Dist 13
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 400CC
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-6593

Jonathan Pattersont—R Dist 30
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 405A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-0907

Matt Sain—D— Dist 14
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 101G
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3618

Dan Stacy - R - Dist 31
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 116-3
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-8636

Jon Carpenter— D - Dist 15
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 103-BC
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-4787

Jeff Coleman— R Dist 32
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 115-J
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1487

Jim Neely—R—Dist 8
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 110A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-0246
Delus Johnson—R—Dist. 9
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 302-1
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3666

Keri Ingle - D Dist 35
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 109EJefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1459
Doug Richey - R Dist 38
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 116A1
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-2238
Peggy McGaugh - R -Dist 39
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 409 B
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1468
Dean Dohrman - R Dist 51
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 415A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-2204

Dan Houx - R - Dist 54
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 116-A1
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3580
Mike Haffner— R - Dist 55
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 115 E
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3783
Jack Bondon - R - Dist 56
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 201F
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-2175
Rodger Reedy - R - Dist 57
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 115-C
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3971

WEB ADDRESSES - Get educated!
Gun Owners of America
www.gunowners.org
703-321-8585
Jews for the Preservation of Firearms Ownership
www.JPFO.org
262- 673-9745
The National Rifle Association
www.nra.org
800-672-3888
The Second Amendment Foundation
www.saf.org
425- 454-7012

Gateway Civil Liberties Alliance
http://www.gclastl.org/
866 385-GUNS (4867)

Women Against Gun Control
www.wagc.com
801-328-9660

Missouri Sport Shooting Association
www.missourisportshooting.org/

NewsMax.com
www.newsmax.com

Western Missouri Shooters Alliance
www.wmsa.net
Missouri Carry
Online Forum
www.missouricarry.com
Arming Women Against Rape and Endangerment
www.aware.org
877-672-9273

The Washington Times
www.washtimes.com
The London Telegraph
www.telegraph.co.uk
The Drudge Report
www.drudgereport.com

